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corrupt pre-war Los Angeles
was the backdrop for many of
Raymond Chandler's "noir"
genre novels. World-weary
tive Philip Marlowe shuttled

tive prose. The backdrops for these stories ran
the gamut from palatial estates to run-down
bungalows. What was the landscaping like

Reviews of some of Chandler's works
show that in Farewell My Lovely, Marlowe is
trying to help Moose Malloy, a bank robber
just released from prison, find his missing
girlfriend. Marlowe pulls up to a "dried-out
brown house with a dried-out brown lawn in
front of it." The narration continues: 'There
was a large bare patch around a tough look-
ing palm tree." What kind of lawn was
Marlowe looking at? According to The Gar-
den Beautiful in California, a garden manual
published by the Los Angeles Times in 1940,
Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis) was the
most widely used grass in Los Angeles.

finally dwarf tall fescues, would predominate
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»f '. In the course of the meeting
ernwood asks Marlowe if he

likes orchids, to which Marlowe responds,
"not particularly." Sternwood then
comments "they are nasty things. Their
flesh is too much like the flesh of men. And
their perfume has the rotten sweetness of a
prostitute."

The inspiration for Sternwood was
probably Edward Laurence Doheny (1856-
1935), a Los Angeles oil magnate who made
his fortune when he discovered oil in what is
now downtown L.A.. Doheny's mansion
near Adams and Figueroa once boasted one
ol the larger greenhouses on the West
Coast. This conservatory, measuring 75 by
200 feet and almost three stories high, was
also the first greenhouse on the West Coast
to be built of steel on a concrete foundation.
Doheny kept a collection of cycads and

i by Edward Howard.

from 1907 to 1914.
Although there is apparently no

listing of plants available, Doheny surely
would have had palms like Calyptronoma,

durissima, various species of Caryota,
Psuedophoenix, Trithrinax, Coccothrinax
spisa and many more.
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